Research on dezocine in peritoneal gynecology operation under the target organ effect.
This paper was aimed to further analyze the concrete clinical efficacy of dezocine as an anesthetic for peritoneal gynecology operation and to offer a scientific guidance for future surgical treatments. This paper randomly selected 1000 peritoneal gynecology operation patients in 5 hospitals from January to December 2015 as research objects in the observation group, who were mainly applied with dezocine in operative anesthesia. By analyzing data of cases, it concluded efficacy characteristics of dezocine in various phases, and thus provide scientific guidance for future surgical treatments. Another 500 patients who were given with fentanyl as anesthetic in peritoneal gynecology operation were selected as research objects in the control group. We compared the two groups in aspects of index changes before and after operative anesthesia, VAS scores and haemodynamics changes in 2 hours of anesthesia. The results showed that, index changes occurred in both of groups after anesthesia, but patients in the observation group presented a more obvious efficacy with a significant difference (P<0.05). Besides, adverse reactions in both of groups during the operation were basically comparative, so there was no significant difference (P>0.05) or statistical value. This research demonstrated that dezocine, as an anaesthetic in gynecology operation, has a good therapeutic effect and value of wide application in clinical anesthesia.